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Managing for Happiness

Games, Tools, and Practices to Motivate Any Team

Catagory: Management

Title Description

A practical handbook for making management great again
Managing for Happiness offers a complete set of practices for more effective
management that makes work fun. Work and fun are not polar opposites;
they're two sides of the same coin, and making the workplace a pleasant
place to be keeps employees motivated and keeps customers coming back
for more. It's not about gimmicks or 'perks' that disrupt productivity; it's
about finding the passion that drives your business, and making it
contagious. This book provides tools, games, a...

About Author

JURGEN APPELO is pioneering management to help creative organizations
survive and thrive in the twenty-first century. He is the inventor of
Management 3.0 workshops and CEO of the global business network Happy
Melly. Inc.com has called him a Top 50 Leadership Expert, a Top 50
Leadership Innovator, and a Top 100 Great Leadership Speaker.

https://www.pubmatch.com/book/208459.html
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Startup, Scaleup, Screwup

42 Tools to Accelerate Lean & Agile Business Growth

Catagory: Entrepreneurship

Title Description

Real-world tools to build your venture, grow your business, and avoid
mistakes

Startup, Scaleup, Screwup is an expert guide for emerging and established
businesses to accelerate growth, facilitate scalability, and keep pace with the
rapidly changing economic landscape. The contemporary marketplace is
more dynamic than ever before—increased global competition, the impact of
digital transformation, and disruptive innovation factors require businesses
to implement agile management and business strategies to compete and...

About Author

JURGEN APPELO is an author, speaker, and trainer with 400 trainees globally
who license his workshops on making management fun, to help creative
organizations survive and thrive in the 21st century. Jurgen is CEO of the
startup Agility Scales, and co-owner of the scaleup Happy Melly. He is the
author of Managing for Happiness: Games, Tools, and Practices to Motivate Any
Team from Wiley.

https://www.pubmatch.com/book/323902.html
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